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KEY FIGURES
2019

720 EMPLOYEES
Across the world

97 MILLION
Consolidated turnover

55 000 M²
Footprint

3 PRODUCT RANGES
2019

46% WELDING & CUTTING

36% CAR BODY REPAIR

18% BATTERY CHARGER
A worldwide coverage

- **2** Manufacturing Sites:
  - FRA
  - CHN

- **1** Logistic Center:
  - FRA

- **5** Subsidiaries:
  - Commercial:
    - FRA
    - DEU
    - GBR
    - ITA
    - CHN

- **1** Countries Local Sales Presence:
  - MAR

- **+120** Countries Products Dispatched

---

**Countries where the brand is distributed**

- Factories
- Subsidiaries
- Local staff
- Countries where the brand is distributed
ESTABLISHED
Guy-Yves Stephany establishes GYS to manufacture transformers.
France - Saint-Berthevin

EXPANSION
- Creation of a manufacturing centre for electronic circuit boards
- Launch of the first welding machine with Inverter technology

2ND FACTORY
Factory opened in Shanghai

R&D
New R&D center opened in Laval

ENGLAND
Sales and service subsidiary opened in Rugby

3RD EXTENSION
New expansion of the manufacturing site (5,600 m²)

1964
1970
1980
1997
1999
2002
2004
2006
2008
2011
2014
2015
2018
2019

WELDING
GYS start to manufacture arc welding products

2ND FACTORY

GERMANY
Production division expands

ITALY
Sales and service subsidiary opened in Venice

3RD FACTORY
Building of a new logistic centre (9,500 m²)

CAR BODY
Launch of the first resistance welding generators for automotive repair

CHARGING
Launch of the first battery charger

RECOVERY
GYS is taken over by the current managing family

EXPANSION
Creation of a manufacturing centre for electronic circuit boards
Launch of the first welding machine with Inverter technology

HISTORY +50 years of evolution serving our customers
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

In-house expertise dedicated to the technological progression of our products

2 SITES
Research and Development

+75 R&D Engineers
Electronics and Mechanical

EQUIPMENT
Cutting edge technology

ENGINEERS
Listening to customers

Electronic division
Mechanical division

Computer Aided Design
Welding robot
**PRODUCTION**

Fully integrated processes for flexibility, responsiveness and quality

- **Electronic**
  - 60 million CMS components implanted every year

- **Mechanical**
  - 720,000 parts machined every year

- **Sheet metal**
  - 1,400 tonnes of metal sheets folded and cut every year

- **Painting**
  - 29 tonnes of paint applied every year

- **Wires**
  - 250 KM of wire used every year

- **Transformers**
  - 150,000 transformers made every year

- **Assembly**
  - 14 assembly lines

- **Storage / Logistics**
  - Over 1 million products dispatched every year
QUALITY APPROACH

From design to manufacture each stage is designed to ensure quality across the manufacturing process.

Products thoroughly tested at the design stage.
- Control and quantification of Electro Magnetic Frequencies (CEM, EMF)
- Simulation of extreme weather conditions
- Power and endurance tests
- IP protection measurement

- Downloadable from our website www.gys.fr

Systematic testing throughout the manufacturing process.
- 3D camera / In situ test / Dielectric / X-ray

Rigorous monitoring of international standards.
- Products (ex. IEC 60974)

Quality Control Staff.
Regular product audits.

After-sales service in constant communication with the product designers and customers.
**IDENTITY**

Products are customisable to support your customers' brand strategy.

---

**3 brands adapted to each market**

---

**A wide customisable selection**
We use state-of-the-art technology in our machines, ensuring quality, ease of use, good ergonomics and competitive prices.

46%

+ 340 products
+ 1200 accessories/consumables
CAR BODY REPAIR
A world leader in car body welding equipment

With more than 40 manufacturer approvals, we offer innovative and market leading products for car body repair.

36%
+ 200 products
+ 800 accessories/consumables
BATTERY MAINTENANCE

Major manufacturer of intelligent battery maintenance products

For multiple lead and lithium battery types, GYS manufacture products suitable for different vehicles such as motorcycles, cars, trucks, marine and industry.

18%

+ 170 products
+ 180 accessories
INTERNET/
Multilingual datasheets, manuals and product images downloadable in multiple formats.

EXTRANET/
Marketing material and after sales service tools provided for all our customers.

NETWORK/
Company newsletters and social network updates published daily.

VIDEOS/
Up to date videos of our products tested in real situations published on Youtube.

Discover great content on www.gys.fr
Specialised academy's dedicated to training

INDUSTRIAL
WELDING & CUTTING

AUTOMOTIVE
CAR BODY & CHARGING

Fully equipped training academy's to allow our customers to experience our products.